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San Marino Senhit Adrenalina One of my favorites this year, 
and who knows if the famous 
rapper will enter the stage? I 
like this song, it makes me 
happy, and that is one thing 
music supposed to do.

1

Estonia Uku Suviste The lucky one Ukus song last year was one 
of my favorites so I am a bit 
disappointed over this years 
song. Far from bad, but 
something is missing. Might 
get extra votes since he is 
one of very few hunks in the 
contest this year

6

Czech Republic Benny Cristo Omaga To my big surprise this is one 
of this years entries I 
obviously listen to a lot 
(looking at iTunes play count) 
- but Im still not sure I like it or 
not… What Is that?

10

Greece Stefania Last dance I guess she want to sound like 
Ariana Grande or something, 
but I doubt even Cyprus will 
give the 12 to Greece this 
year if Greece makes it to the 
finals. Nothing sexy with 
song.

14

Austria Vincent Bueno Amen No no no, I can only say no… 
This is I don’t know what or 
why, just the first real pee 
break this year.

16

Poland Rafal The ride Maybe not the most 
innovating song ever made, 
but I like it, pop pop pop. 

3
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Moldova Natalia Gordienko Sugar OK, we know from previous 
trials that Natalia can’t be 
blamed to be a great singer, 
and strangely enough it is the 
instrumental part that makes 
this song. And I guess it can 
be a fantastic dance show. 
Me like.

2

Iceland Dadi og 
Gagnamagnid

10 years Not as direct as last years 
song, a song I did not like by 
the way, even if all of Europe 
loved it. I don’t understand 
this band or their music. No 
for me, but clearly in the 
finals.

11

Serbia Hurricane Loco Loco Dont know what Hurricane 
has to do with this group. I 
would have gone for 
”Duckface” or something. 
Last years trial was OK, this 
year I don’t understand.

7

Georgia Tornike Kipiani You Liked the raw song last year, 
but this year the lyrics kind of 
destroy the experience. Not a 
favorite

13

Albania Anzhela Peristeri Karma Albania kind of fly to the finals 
every year and then bomb. I 
think it might be the case with 
”Karma” as well. 

12

Portugal The Black Mamba Love is on my side This can be a top or a flop, 
this years most difficult song 
to place in all this. I like it and 
then I don’t But I do like is 
voice a lot. I hope they make 
it though.

9

Bulgaria Victoria Growing up is 
getting old

Not as good as last years 
song, but still very good. A 
clear top ten in the finals I 
think.

8
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Finland Blind channel Dark side Actually a rockier act I like, 
and I won’t be surprised if this 
is Swedens 12 in the finals. 
But first they must make it, 
and I think they will do so.

5

Latvia Samantha Tina The moon is rising Oh God, last year I thought 
she played us with a song 
that’s not even a song and 
2021 she manage to top that 
with this awful awful non 
song.

17

Switzerland Gjon´s Tears Tout l´Univers This is tough, cause no doubt 
he can sing but my ears hurts 
when he do so. I really don´t 
like his voice - same thing last 
year when he was high on the 
betting lists, just like this year. 
I don’t get it at all. But last 
year he suddenly released a 
fantastic remix…

15

Denmark Fyr og flamme Öve os på hinanden OK, I am Swedish so maybe 
this is the reason why I 
actually like this so much. But 
the lead singer is a little bit to 
much for my taste, so maybe 
not in my absolute top but I 
hope they pass to the finals.

4
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